In 1990 Beilinson, Lusztig and MacPherson provided a geometric realization of modified quantum gl n and its canonical basis. A key step of their work is a construction of a monomial basis. Recently, Du and Fu provided an algebraic construction of the canonical basis for modified quantum affine gl n , which among other results used an earlier construction of monomial bases using Ringel-Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver. In this paper, we give an elementary algebraic construction of a monomial basis for affine Schur algebras and modified quantum affine gl n .
Introduction
In [BLM90] , Beilinson, Lusztig and MacPherson developed a geometric approach to the construction for the quantum group U q pgl n q together with its canonical basis. Their work is based on a geometric realization of q-Schur algebras, which admits a standard basis, a monomial basis and a canonical basis. Via a stabilization property for the family of q-Schur algebras, these bases naturally lift to the corresponding stabilization algebra, which is isomorphic to the modified quantum group (see also [Lus93] ).
The BLM construction has been partially generalized to quantum affine gl n by Ginzburg-Vasserot [GV93] and Lusztig [Lus99] . Recently, Du and Fu [DF14] provided an algebraic BLM-type construction for quantum affine gl n via a Heckealgebraic realization of q-Schur algebras.
In the original work, an essential step [BLM90, Proposition 3.8] towards proving the stabilization property is a direct construction of a monomial basis for q-Schur algebra of finite type A with some favorable properties. By construction, each basis element is obtained by multiplying certain elements corresponding to divided powers of Chevalley generators. However, since the Chevalley generators alone do not generate the entire quantum affine gl n , the construction above does not generalize easily to the q-Schur algebra S of affine type A. Deng, Du and Xiao constructed a family of monomial bases for the Ringel-Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver using a "strong monomial basis property" (cf. [DDX07] ) for its composition subalgebra; the construction therein is rather involved and it is not clear how to understand their bases along the line of [BLM90] . Using the surjection from the double Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver to S (proved in [DDF12] ), any such basis can then be adapted to a monomial basis for S, and this is the approach adapted in [DF14] .
The goal of this paper is to provide a new and elementary construction (Theorem 3.7) of a monomial basis for S with similar favorable properties as in [BLM90, Proposition 3.8 ]. Here each basis element is obtained by multiplying certain barinvariant elements corresponding to bidiagonal matrices. It turns out that these basis elements can be identified [DDPW08] with the semisimple representations of Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver, though this fact is not needed in our work. Also, a variant of our construction gives a monomial basis for the stabilization algebra 9 K that is isomorphic to the modified quantum affine gl n . As usual, the construction of canonical bases for q-Schur algebras and stabilization algebras follow readily from the existence of the corresponding monomial bases. Du and Fu [DF14] provided such a construction of canonical bases for modified quantum affine gl n . The validity of our approach relies on the remarkable multiplication formulas [DF15, Proposition 3.6], which are indeed the foundation of the BLM-type construction for quantum affine gl n and its canonical basis.
The BLM construction has also been generalized to finite types B{C in [BKLW14] and to finite type D in [FL14] , and it is natural to ask for a suitable affinization of these BLM-type constructions. Our construction (without use of Hall algebras) was motivated by and in turn can be adapted to a construction of monomial bases of q-Schur algebras and stabilization algebras for affine type C (cf. a joint work [FL 3 W16] with Fan, Li and Wang), where no Hall-algebraic approach is yet available.
In Section 2, which is mostly expository, we review some necessary background and notations. In Section 3 we construct a monomial basis for the affine q-Schur algebra (cf. Algorithm 3.6) and show that it has some favorable properties (cf. Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8).
Throughout this article, let N " t0, 1, 2, . . .u be the set of natural numbers. Denote by ra..bs, ra..bq, pa..bs and pa..bq the integer intervals for a, b P Z. Let v be an indeterminate over Q, and let ras " v 2a´1 v 2´1 for a P Z. Finally, let n, d be fixed positive integers.
can be identified as a permutation subgroup of Z satisfying gpi`dq " gpiq`d for all i P Z, g P Ă W . In this identification each s i is mapped to the permutation ś kPZ pkd`i, kd`i`1q and π is mapped to the permutation t Þ Ñ t`1 for t P Z. Denote the length function on W relative to S by ℓ. Notice that each g P Ă W can be uniquely expressed as g " π z w for some z P Z and w P W , so the notion of length on W can be extended to Ă W by requiring ℓpπq " 0, or equivalently, ℓpgq " ℓpwq. The following lemma can be found in [DDF12, (3.2.1.1)].
Lemma 2.1. The length of g P Ă W is given by ℓpgq " 7 tpi, jq P r1..dsˆZ | i ă j, gpiq ą gpjqu .
Denote the set of (weak) compositions of d into n parts by Λ " Λpn, dq " tλ " pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q P N n | ř n i"1 λ i " du. For each λ P Λ, denote by W λ the parabolic subgroup of W with respect to λ generated by Szts λ 1 , s λ 1`λ2 , . . . , s λ 1`. ..`λ n´1 u. For each z P Z, let λ`z be the composition in Λ such that W λ`z " π´zW λ π z .
Example 2.2. Let n " 3, d " 6, z " 4 and λ " p1, 2, 3q P Λ. We have W λ " xs 2 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 y, W λ`4 " xs 6 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 y and hence λ`4 " p1, 4, 1q P Λ.
Lemma 2.3. Let λ, µ P Λ, and let g P D λµ . Then paq There is a unique δ " δpλ, g, µq P Λpn 1 , dq for some n 1 such that
pbq The map W λˆp D δ X W µ q Ñ W λ gW µ sending px, yq to xgy is a bijection satisfying ℓpxgyq " ℓpxq`ℓpgq`ℓpyq. Let ď be the (strong) Bruhat order on W . Extend it to Ă W by π z 1 w 1 ď π z 2 w 2 if and only if z 1 " z 2 , w 1 ď w 2 .
2.2.
Extended affine Hecke algebras. The extended affine Hecke algebra H " Hp Ă W q associated to Ă W is a Zrv, v´1s-algebra with a basis tT g | g P Ă W u (cf. e.g., [Gre99, Proposition 1.2.3]) satisfying T w T w 1 " T ww 1 if ℓpwq`ℓpw 1 q " ℓpww 1 q and pT s`1 qpT s´v 2 q " 0 for s P S. For a finite subset X Ă Ă W and for each λ P Λ, let
Following [KL79] , denote by tC 1 w | w P W u the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of the Hecke algebra HpW q associated to W . For each w P W , we have C 1 w " v´ℓ pwq ř yďw P y,w T y , where P y,w P Zrv 2 s is the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial. Note that H " Hp Ă W q contains HpW q as a subalgebra, we define C 1
Statements in Lemma 2.4 below are known for non-extended Weyl groups and Hecke algebras (cf. [Cur85, Theorem 1.2(i)], [DDPW08, Corollary 4.19]). It seems that the extended version is taken for granted for the experts. Statements (a) and (c) can be found in [DF14, (7.1.1)] and [FS14, Lemma 3.1], respectively.
Lemma 2.4. Let λ, µ P Λ, g " π z w P D λµ for some w P W and z P Z. Denote by w ν the longest element in W ν for any composition ν. Then:
paq The longest element gλ µ in W λ gW µ is given by gλ µ " w λ gw δpλ,g,µq w μ . In particular,
For λ, µ P Λ and g P D λµ , denote by φ g λµ P Hom H px µ H, x λ Hq the right H-linear map sending x µ to T W λ gWµ . Thanks to Lemma 2.3(b), we have T W λ gWµ " x λ T g T D δ XWµ for some δ P Λpn 1 , dq and hence φ g λµ P Hom H px µ H, x λ Hq. The affine q-Schur algebra is defined by
There is also a geometric definition for S as given in [Lus99] . It is known (cf.
[Gre99, Theorem 2.2.4]) that tφ g λµ | λ, µ P Λ, g P D λµ u forms a basis of S. Let Θ " Ť dPN Θ d , where Θ d is the set of ZˆZ matrices over N in which each element A " pa ij q ij satisfies the following conditions:
(T1) a ij " a i`n,j`n for all i, j P Z;
# 1 if px, yq " pi`rn, j`rnq for the same r P Z, 0 otherwise.
For each matrix T " pt ij q ij P Θ, define its row sum vector ropT q " propT q 1 , . . . , ropT q n q and its column sum vector copT q " pcopT q 1 , . . . copT q n q by
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For each λ P Λ and i " 1, . . . , n, we define integral intervals with respect to λ by
The basis for S can be parametrized by Θ d thanks to the following identities (cf.
Lemma 2.5. The map
Hence te A | A P Θ d u forms a basis of S. For each j " 1, . . . , n, let pδ pjq 1 , . . . , δ pjq k j q P Λpk j , λ j q for some k j P N be the composition obtained from p. . . , a´1 ,j , a 0j , a 1j , . . .q by deleting all zero entries. Define δpAq P Λpn 1 , dq by
(2.1)
The Following lemma can be found in [DDF12, Corollary 3.2.3].
Lemma 2.6. Let A " κpλ, g, µq. Then W δpAq " g´1W λ g X W µ . In particular, δpAq is equal to δpλ, g, µq described in Lemma 2.3.
Set ℓpAq " ℓpgq for A " κpλ, g, µq.
The following lemma and a proof can be found in [DF15, Lemma 3.2(2)]. Their proof also provided the minimal representative of a double coset associated to A. Here we provide a proof by combining Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.5.
Proof. Let A " κpλ, g, µq for some λ, µ P Λ and g P D λµ . By Lemma 2.5, for all i, j P Z there is a natural bijection R λ i X gR µ j Ø tpgpsq, sq P R λ iˆR µ j u between sets of size a ij . Note that for pgpsq, sq, pgptq, tq P R λ iˆR µ j , the condition s ă t is equivalent to the condition gpsq ă gptq since g P D λµ . Hence if ps, tq P R µ jˆR µ y satisfies both s ă t and gpsq ą gptq, then j must be smaller than y.
Under these bijections, the set of pairs ps, tq P Z 2 satisfying "s ă t, gpsq ą gptq and s P r1..ds" becomes the set of quadruples pgpsq, s, gptq, tq P R λ iˆR µ jˆR λ xˆR µ y satisfying "j ă y, i ą x and 1 ď j ď n". The first assertion follows. The second assertion follows from that ℓpgq " ℓpg´1q and κpµ, g´1, λq " t A.
Example 2.8. Let n " 2, d " 10 and
A " 3E 10`4 E 12`E23`2 E 24 " We have δpAq " pa 01 , a 02 , a 12 , a 32 q " p1, 2, 4, 3q P Λp4, 10q and ℓpAq " 3p1`2q " 9.
2.4. The standard basis. For A P Θ d , let
It is clear that trAs | A P Θ d u is a basis of S, which is called the standard basis (cf. [Lus99] ). The following lemma is due to Du-Fu [DF14, Lemma 7.1], and we offer a slightly different argument.
Lemma 2.9. For A " κpλ, g, µq P Θ d , we have d A " ℓpgλ µ q´ℓpw μ q.
Proof. Let δ " δp t Aq " pδ 
Therefore, ℓpgλ µ q´ℓpw μ q " ř 1ďiďn jPZ ř xďi yąj a ij a xy " d A .
Denote the bar involution on H by¯: H Ñ H, v Þ Ñ v´1, T g Þ Ñ T´1 g´1 . Following [Du92, Proposition 3.2], the bar involution on S can be described as follows: for each f P Hom H px µ H, x λ Hq, let f P Hom H px µ H, x λ Hq be the map sending v to v´1 and C 1 w μ to f pC 1 w μ q. Equivalently, f px µ Hq " v 2ℓpw μ q f px µ qH for all H P H.
In particular, for A " κpλ, g, µq P Θ d , by Lemma 2.4 we have
Proposition 2.10. Assume that A " κpλ, g, µq P Θ d . There exists γ pλ,µq x,g P Zrv, v´1s for each x P D λµ such that rAs " rAs`ÿ xPD λµ xăg γ pλ,µq
x,g rκpλ, x, µqs.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.9, Equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be rewritten as
If ℓpgq " 0 (i.e. g " π z for some z) then rAs " rAs and we are done. For arbitrary g, it follows from an easy induction on ℓpgq.
A matrix A " pa ij q ij is called bidiagonal if either a ij " 0 for all j ‰ i, i`1 or a ij " 0 for all j ‰ i, i´1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, ℓpAq " 0 for any bidiagonal matrix A and we are done.
We define a partial order ď a on Θ by A ď a B if and only if ropAq " ropBq, copAq " copBq and σ i,j pAq ď σ i,j pBq for all i ‰ j where
In the following the expression "lower terms" represents a linear combination of smaller elements with respect to the partial order ď a . Here is an affine generalization of [BLM90, Lemma 3.6].
Lemma 2.12. [FS14, Lemma 3.6] Assume that A " κpλ, g, µq and B " κpλ, h, µq.
Below is a corollary obtained by combining Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.12. This statement has also appeared in the proof of [DF14, Proposition 7.6].
Corollary 2.13. For A P Θ d , we have rAs " rAs`lower terms.
Construction of a monomial basis
3.1. Multiplication formulas. For each A P Θ, let diagpAq " pδ ij a ij q ij P Θ and let A˘P Θ be such that A " A˘`diagpAq.
For any matrix T " pt ij q ij P Θ, denote the matrix obtained by shifting every entry of T up by one row as p T " p p t ij q ij , p t ij " t i`1,j .
On the other hand, denote the matrix obtained by shifting every entry of T down by one row as
The following remarkable multiplication formulas were due to [DF15, Proposition 3.6].
Lemma 3.1. Assume that A, B P Θ d , ropAq " copBq and B is bidiagonal. Let
where β 1 pA, T q " ÿ 1ďiďn ÿ jěy q t ij pa iy´tiy q´ÿ 1ďiďn ÿ jąy t ij pa iy´tiy q.
Algorithm 3.2. Assume that A, B P Θ d , ropAq " copBq and B is bidiagonal. We produce a matrix M P Θ d as follows.
paq If B is upper triangular (i.e. B˘" ř α i E i´1,i ), then: (1) For each row i, find the unique j such that α i P`ř yąj a iy ..
pbq If B is lower triangular (i.e. B˘" ř α i E i`1,i ), then: (1) For each row i, find the unique j such that α i P`ř yăj a iy .. ř yďj a iy ‰ .
(2) Construct a matrix T`" ř n i"1`p α i´ř yăj a iy qE ij`ř yăj a iy E iy˘. (3) Let M " A´T``q T`. That is, the matrix M is obtained from A by "shifting" up (or down) entries by one row starting from the rightmost (or leftmost) nonzero entries on each row.
Lemma 3.3. The highest term (with respect to ď a ) in (3.1) or in (3.2) exists and its corresponding matrix is the matrix M described in Algorithm 3.2.
Proof. If B is upper triangular, then each term on the right-hand side of (3.1) must be of the form rA´T`p T s for some T P Θ α such that a ij´tij`p t ij ě 0 for all i, j P Z. Note that
It follows immediately that, for each i,
Therefore, for any T P Θ α we have A´T`p T ď a A´T``p T`" M.
The case that B is lower triangular is similar and skipped.
Example 3.4. Let n " 2, B˘" 2E 12`1 E 23 and A " 2E 12`3 E 21`E22`E23 , that is, (A2) ppb´i ,´j q ij , pa´i ,´j q ij q satisfies Condition (A1). That is, if pB, Aq satisfies Condition (A1), we have Theorem 3.5. If pB, Aq is admissible then rBs˚rAs " rMs`lower terms.
Proof. We only prove when B is upper triangular since the other case is similar. Due to Lemma 3.3, it remains to show that the coefficient for rMs is one. If pB, Aq is admissible, then T`"
Note that by definition of admissible pairs we have ř jďy pa iy´tiy q " 0 for each nonzero p t ij and ř jăy pa iy´tiy q " 0 for each nonzero t ij . Hence βpA, T`q " 0.
3.3. A monomial basis. Below we provide an algorithm that generates a monomial basis in a diagonal-by-diagonal manner involving only admissible pairs (see also [FL14] for a diagonal-by-diagonal construction in a finite type setting).
Algorithm 3.6. For each A " pa ij q ij P Θ d , we construct upper bidiagonal matrices B p1q , . . . , B pxq and lower bidiagonal matrices B p1q , . . . , B pyq as follows:
(1) Initialization: t " 0, U p0q " A.
(2) If U ptq is a lower triangular matrix, then go to Step (5) (denote this t by x). Otherwise, denote the outermost nonzero upper diagonal of the matrix
(4) Increase t by one and then go to Step (2).
(5) Set L p0q " U pxq and set s " 0.
(6) If L psq is a lower bidiagonal matrix (denote this s by y), then set B pyq " L pyq and end the algorithm. Otherwise, denote the outermost nonzero lower diagonal of the matrix L psq " pl Here the diagonal entries are uniquely determined by ropB p1" ropAq, copB pi" ropB pi`1for i " 1, . . . , x´1, copB px" ropB p1q q, copB pi" ropB pi`1for i " 1, . . . , y´1.
(3.3)
Theorem 3.7. For A P Θ d , the matrices B p1q , . . . , B pxq , B p1q , . . . , B pyq P Θ d in Algorithm 3.6 satisfy that rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB pxq s˚rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB pyq s " rAs`lower terms.
Proof. For each admissible pair pY, Xq, let M be the matrix corresponding to the highest term in rY s˚rXs (cf. Algorithm 3.2). For any matrix X 1 ă a X, let M 1 be the matrix that corresponds to the highest term in rY s˚rX 1 s. By construction we have M 1 ă a M, and hence rY s˚prXs`lower termsq " rMs`lower terms.
Algorithm 3.6 guarantees that each pair pB pjq , U pjor pB pjq , L pjis admissible (here it is understood that L py´1q " B pyq and U px´1q " L p0q ). Hence by Theorem 3.5, rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB px´1q s˚rB p1q s˚rB p2q s˚¨¨¨˚`rB py´1q s˚rB pyq s" rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB px´1q s˚rB p1q s˚rB p2q s˚¨¨¨˚rB py´2q s˚`rL py´2q s`lower terms" . . . " rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB px´1q s˚`rL p0q s`lower terms" rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB px´1q s˚`rU px´1q s`lower terms" . . . " rAs`lower terms.
For each A P Θ d , we define m A " rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB pxq s˚rB p1q s˚¨¨¨˚rB pyq s.
( We have rAs " rB p1q s˚rU p1q s`lower terms, where Hence L p1q " B p2q and rAs " rB p1q s˚rB p2q s˚rB p3q s˚rB p1q s˚rB p2q s`lower terms.
By Theorem 3.7, Corollary 3.8 and [Lus93, Lemma 24.2.1], it is now standard to deduce that there exists a canonical basis ttAu | A P Θ d u of S satisfying tAu " rAs`ÿ A 1 ăaA P A,A 1 rA 1 s,
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where P A,A 1 P v´1Nrv´1s. Such a canonical basis for S was known earlier [Lus99] by different constructions (cf. also [DF14] ).
3.5. Modified quantum affine algebra. Let r Θ be the set of ZˆZ matrices over Z in which each element A " pa ij q satisfies a ij " a n`i,n`j for all i, j and a ij P N for all i ‰ j. Let 9 K be the free Zrv, v´1s-module with basis trAs | A P r Θu. The so-called stabilization property for affine gl n case, which is derived from the multiplication formulas (cf. [DF15] ) and any monomial basis (e.g. the one in (3.4) and/or any one in [DF14, Proposition 6.2]), was given in [DF14, Proposition 6.3]. With this property, the BLM stabilization procedure gives 9 K a unique (non-unital) associative Zrv, v´1s-algebra structure with a bar-involution, which is isomorphic to the modified quantum affine gl n (cf. [DF14] ).
There is an algorithm (almost identical to Algorithm 3.6) which provides a monomial basis for 9 U q p p gl n q. The construction of monomial basis in turn implies a canonical basis for 9 U q p p gl n q, as already shown in [DF14] .
Remark 3.11. In a recent work [LW15] Li and Wang showed that the canonical basis of 9 U q pgl n q does not have positive structure constants in general, and consequently neither does the canonical basis for 9 U q p p gl n q. Hence the stably-canonical basis could be a more suitable name for the basis of 9 U q p p gl n q arising from the BLM construction. Moreover, Fu and Shoji showed in [FS14] that the positivity property still holds for 9 U q pŝl n q.
